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Retrieving data from a relational database is a challenge for non-

technical users. While SQL is a formidable swiss army knife for

database tasks, even its core functionality, such as the ability to

join tables, remains opaque for many users. This challenge is exac-

erbated by the fact that many production databases have complex

schemas. Consequently, several lines of research [3, 8, 9, 11] have fo-

cused on helping less-technical users access databases via a natural

language interface to database (NLIDB).

Several NLIDBs [3, 8, 10] follow a common interaction model:

N1. The user issues a free-form natural language query (NLQ)

describing their request.

N2. The system generates candidate SQL queries from the NLQ.

N3. The user selects one of the SQL queries (or an intermediate

representation of the SQL [3]), or returns to N1 if none of

the SQL queries match the request.

N4. The system executes the SQL query and returns an answer.

One pitfall of this interaction model is in N3, where the user is
expected to select the correct SQL query from a list of candidates.

Given that one of our goals in developing an NLIDB is to assist

non-technical users without knowledge of SQL, it is contradictory

to expect the user to understand standalone SQL queries without

any additional annotation during the interaction. In addition, sev-

eral previous systems lack transparency in the translation process,

whether by producing SQL queries with little indication as to how

they were produced [8, 10, 11] or requiring users to understand

complex intermediate representations [3].

We propose an alternative fragment-driven interaction model,
where the system provides an explanation as to how the natural

language produced the resulting SQL:

I1. The user issues a free-form NLQ describing their request.

I2. The system decomposes and rephrases the NLQ into natural

language fragments (NLF) which each map to a portion of a

generated SQL query.

I3. The user views the system interpretation and modifies their

NLQ by removing NLFs or adding suggested ones, which

also modifies the resulting SQL.

I4. The system executes the final SQL query and returns an

answer.

This interaction model enables the user to interact with the

system purely in natural language and to make incremental modifi-
cations to their resulting database query without having to learn

any SQL. In addition, for users unfamiliar with SQL, transparently

displaying the mappings from NLF to SQL can provide confidence
in the resulting query.
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Supporting this interaction model poses several research chal-

lenges. First, the NLFs we obtain should have high coverage over
all (or a large subset of) possible NLQ to SQL tasks. Second, the

mappings from these NLFs unambiguous, high-quality mappings to
SQL should be as unambiguous as possible—i.e. one NLF should not
refer to two different SQL fragments. Third, the system should be

able to easily adapt to new domains and databases.
To solve these challenges, we propose a system named FragSQL,

which leverages natural language fragment templates to model NLQ

to SQL tasks, a fragment template mining algorithm to extract nat-

ural language fragments from existing NLQ to SQL datasets, and

provides explanations and suggested query modifications to the user

through the interface. In addition, FragSQL can be adapted to new

domains and databases by providing a few domain-specific NLQ to

SQL examples for each database.

FragSQL demands less user expertise than an approach [3]

which requires the user to investigate natural language parse trees.

Unlike previous natural language explanation approaches [1, 4–7],

FragSQL does not require users or administrators with schema

knowledge to manually create a translation table or knowledge base.

It is also an improvement over [2], which generates explanations

that flesh out the user’s original NLQ with values from the database,

but is unable to correct potentially flawed SQL interpretations.
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